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We present helium atom scattering measurements of the boson peak at the surface of vitreous silica
between 127.0 and 368.5 K. The most probable energy shows a strong temperature dependence and
increases linearly with temperature in the measured range. The observed blueshift of the surface boson
peak (shift rate 0:008� 0:002 meV=K) is a factor of 4 to 10 times stronger than shift rates measured in the
bulk by inelastic neutron and Raman scattering. We suggest that the anomalous shift direction of the boson
peak to higher energies with increasing temperature has the same origin as the unusual temperature
dependence of the bulk modulus of silica glass.
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The nature of vibrations in glasses at terahertz frequen-
cies is a question of considerable current interest. A pecu-
liar characteristic of almost all glassy materials is an excess
of vibrational states at low frequencies that is not present in
their crystalline counterparts [1,2]. These modes which are
manifest as an excess over the Debye density of states
g�!�, often referred to as the ‘‘boson peak’’ (BP), are
closely connected to the plateau that is observed in the
specific heat of glasses at a few tens of Kelvin [3]. The BP
has been observed by a variety of optical, neutron, and
thermal measurements [4–7] where a broad peak is seen at
terahertz frequencies in g�!�=!2 vs !. Recently, the BP
has also been observed as a surface phenomenon by in-
elastic helium atom scattering [8]. In the case of surface
sensitive measurements, however, the BP is most clearly
obtained by plotting the surface phonon spectral density
divided by !.

Despite all the progress made in recent years, the nature
of the BP is still a matter of ongoing discussions. At the
moment there are various theoretical models, none of
which can fully explain all aspects simultaneously.
Several authors explain the BP on the basis of an acoustic
phonon instability [9–12]. Depending on the way the in-
stability is built into the various models, a BP is obtained
by modeling a force-constant disorder [9], or, as shown
recently, based on the random spatial variation of the shear
modulus [10]. Alternatively, the instability has been mod-
eled by studying a topologically disordered structure
within Euclidean random matrix theory [11]. The BP has
also been described within the phenomenological approach
of mode coupling theory [12].

Another popular explanation of the BP which agrees
with observations in bulk amorphous silica involves modes
resulting from optical-like librations of SiO4 tetrahedra
[4,13]. However, this model cannot reproduce the anoma-
lous blueshift with increasing temperature presented in this

Letter. Until now, experimental evidence to prefer one
model over the others is lacking.

Whereas a temperature dependence of the intensity of
the BP is a well-established and universal property of all
glasses (in fact, this is how the BP obtained its name) [14–
16], the temperature dependence of the most probable
energy of the BP differs significantly between materials
and is, as a result of this complication, not well understood.
In contrast to many glasses which show only a small
temperature dependence or where the BP shifts to lower
energies with increasing temperature [17,18], the BP in
bulk silica glass shifts to higher energies with increasing
temperature (measured shift rates lie between � 2�
10�3 meV=K and 5� 10�4 meV=K) [18–22]. This un-
usual behavior implies an improbably high negative
Grüneisen parameter which has been ascribed to the pres-
ence of a positive fourth order anharmonicity in the excess
mode potential [18,20]. However, the nature of this blue-
shift with increasing temperature is still awaiting a satis-
factory physical explanation.

Here we present measurements of the BP at the surface
of vitreous silica that show a much stronger temperature
dependence than that of the bulk. The measurements were
obtained by inelastic helium atom scattering, a technique
which is strictly surface sensitive and does not penetrate
into the bulk. Furthermore, the technique has proven to be
very well suited for studying surface dynamics [23–25].
The energy of the probing He atoms is in the range of the
lowest-energy phonons implying that such measurements
are especially sensitive to these modes.

In the course of the experiment time-of-flight (TOF) data
of scattered He particles were recorded for changing sur-
face temperatures. The obtained spectra feature a very
sharp and dominant elastic peak and two broad inelastic
peak features, one each on the phonon creation and phonon
annihilation sides, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1. The
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inelastic features are interpreted as the surface manifesta-
tion of the BP phenomenon [8]. The succession of spectra
clearly reveals the blueshift of the BP with increasing
temperature. We attribute the unusual shift direction of
the BP in silica glass to the anomalous temperature depen-
dence of the elastic modulus, which causes a stiffening of
the next-nearest neighbor potentials with increasing tem-
perature [26].

The sample used in the present experiments was cut out
of polished Spectrosil® glass and had dimensions of 10�
10� 1 mm3. The sample was cleaned and annealed in
several steps as described in [27] in order to get a smooth
surface with properties of a freshly melted glass surface
[28]. The experiments were all carried out in the MAGIE
apparatus [29] with a base pressure in the 10�9 mbar
range. The surface was exposed to an initial cleaning
in situ before starting experiments. A nearly monochro-
matic beam was created by supersonic expansion with an
energy of 19:9� 0:1 meV for all measurements. The scat-
tered helium atoms were ionized by electron bombard-
ment, sent through a magnetic mass selector and detected
by a channeltron. The detector entrance was 1618 mm from
the sample surface. The experiments presented here were
obtained at the specular position (�i � �f � 45�) and the
surface temperature was varied from 127.0 to 368.5 K. All

TOF plots presented herein are converted to an energy-
transfer scale for the abscissa, and to the differential re-
flection coefficient for the ordinate, respectively. The plots
are also corrected for the detection probability of the He
atoms which is inversely proportional to the velocity. TOF
data were obtained with a bin width of 0.05 ms and
averaged over 1 h per spectrum.

The outcome of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1.
All TOFs feature a dominant elastic peak (FWHM
� 1:8 meV) and some smaller structure which is rather
similar in all curves shown. On the phonon annihilation
side (�E> 0) a broad inelastic peak is seen in all plots.
This feature is quite accentuated for some records (T �
137:2, 299.5, and 368.5 K) while for T � 155:7 and
246.1 K it is less accentuated. Broad peak features are
likewise seen on the phonon creation side (�E< 0); how-
ever, at higher temperatures they become less prominent.
This is at least partly due to the higher noise level on the
phonon creation side which is an artifact due to the
Jacobian transformation used in the conversion of the
data from TOF to energy transfer. Only shoulders are
seen for some of the records (T � 173:1 and 299:5 K).
Nonetheless, the strong temperature dependence is clearly
manifest in the data. With increasing temperature, the
observed inelastic features become significantly broader
and shift to energies farther away from the elastic peak on
both the creation and annihilation sides. The dotted lines in
Fig. 1 are mirrored about zero energy and trace the trends
of the temperature dependence (the slope of the lines is
0:01 meV=K). These lines clearly reveal that the features
on both phonon creation and annihilation sides shift at the
same rate.

While the energy resolved spectra presented in Fig. 1
clearly show a strong temperature effect it is important to
consider a quantity that has the temperature effects from
the Bose-Einstein factors and the Debye-Waller factors
removed. For this the surface phonon spectral density,
��!;�K� where �K is the parallel wave vector, is an ideal

quantity to work with for two reasons. First, as was shown
in [8], a surface phonon spectral density can readily be
extracted from the TOF data. The obtained � is corrected

for all of the factors that are responsible for the asymmetry
between the phonon annihilation and creation side in the
experiment (such as the Debye-Waller factor and the Bose-
Einstein factor). Second, as can be seen from Fig. 2, the
inelastic features in the TOF (see Fig. 1) appear as excess
modes in � and the surface BP is obtained analogously to

the bulk BP via dividing the experimental value by the
Debye limit.

A plot of the surface BP as a function of temperature is
presented in Fig. 2. In agreement with the behavior of the
broad inelastic features in the energy resolved spectra
presented in Fig. 1, the maximum position of the BP shifts
to higher energies with increasing temperature. However,
the observed blueshift of the BP of 0:008� 0:002 meV=K

FIG. 1. Energy converted TOF spectra as a function of the
energy transfer of the He projectile. The most probable energy of
the BP shifts to higher energies with increasing temperature and
the dashed line is drawn as a guide to the eye. The ordinate
depicts the differential reflection coefficient. For the sake of
clarity, the elastic peak has been eliminated in all TOFs but an
example complete TOF record is shown in the insert for T �
137:2 K. Successive plots are vertically shifted by 1000 counts.
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(as indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 2) is slightly less
than what an estimate of the temperature dependence in the
energy converted TOF spectra yields ( � 0:01 meV=K).
The difference in analyzing the inelastic features from the
energy converted TOF spectra (see Fig. 1) and the BP (see
Fig. 2) becomes even more apparent when looking at the
broadening with increasing temperature. In contrast to the
observation made in Fig. 1, no clear temperature depen-
dence of the widths of the BP is seen in the plots
�zz=�Debye. Thus, the apparent broadening of the inelastic
features in the differential reflection coefficient seen in
Fig. 1 can be ascribed to the experimental technique.

The extraction of the surface phonon spectral density is
based on a theory in the single-phonon regime [23]; i.e.,
multiple scattering events must be negligible. Figure 3
shows clearly that for temperatures of order 200 K or
smaller the single-phonon condition is well satisfied and
multiple phonon contributions begin to appear only at the
highest measured temperatures. If the elastic intensity
decays exponentially with increasing temperature and the
Debye-Waller exponent is small, then the interaction is
clearly in the single-phonon regime since the Debye-
Waller exponent roughly corresponds to the number of

phonons created or destroyed in a surface collision. That
this is the case is shown in Fig. 3 which plots the logarith-
mic intensity of the elastic peak at the specular position as
a function of temperature and as a function of the Debye-
Waller argument 2W.

The observed temperature dependence of the surface BP
is quite unusual. On the one hand, the BP shifts to higher
energies with increasing temperature, and on the other
hand, as shown in Fig. 4, the blueshift observed at the
surface is about a factor of 4 to 10 times stronger than that
measured in the bulk by Raman scattering [14,20–22,30],
inelastic neutron scattering [18,19,21,30], and inelastic
x-ray scattering [20] experiments.

The origin of the anomalous shift direction of the BP in
bulk silica glass has never been unambiguously clarified in
the literature. The unusual temperature dependence im-
plies a high negative Grüneisen parameter over a large
range up to high temperatures. While the existence of a
negative Grüneisen parameter � at low temperatures (T <
15 K) [31] has been known for some time, recent mea-
surements yielded a negative value also at ambient con-
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FIG. 3. Logarithmic Debye-Waller plot of the elastic peak
intensity at the specular position as a function of surface tem-
perature. The incident energy is 19:9� 0:1 meV and the dashed
line is an exponential fit to the data. The upper scale on the
abscissa gives the value of the Debye-Waller exponent 2W.
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FIG. 4. Plot of the most probable energy of the BP versus
temperature as measured by the different investigation tech-
niques: helium atom scattering (	), inelastic neutron scattering
(�) [19], Raman scattering (5) [22], inelastic x-ray scattering
(4) [20], and Brillouin light scattering (�) [20]. The error bars
on the helium scattering data points indicate FWHM of the
surface BP; the dashed line is a linear fit to the data. Typical
uncertainties for the most probable energy of the bulk BP
measurements are around �0:2 meV [20].

FIG. 2. The BP intensity of the surface phonon spectral density
divided by the Debye limit, �zz=�Debye is shown for the phonon
annihilation side of the spectra from Fig. 1. The most probable
energy of the BP exhibits a strong blueshift with increasing
temperature whereas the width of the BP does not have a clear
temperature dependence. Successive plots are vertically shifted
proportional to the temperature T; the dotted lines show
�zz=�Debye � 1 for each spectrum (the scale of the ordinate
has 0.02 spacing). The dashed line is a guide to the eye (slope
0:008 meV=K).
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ditions (� � �1:86) [32]. At elevated temperatures, the
negative Grüneisen parameter is most probably due to the
anomalous temperature dependence of the elastic bulk
modulus. This anomalous thermoelastic behavior was ob-
served recently in Brillouin spectroscopy experiments
[33,34] and has been qualitatively reproduced by molecu-
lar dynamics simulations [26]. Hence, at the highest tem-
peratures considered here which go to just above room
temperature the structure of silica glass becomes more
rigid than at low temperatures. While for most materials
the structure gets softer with increasing temperature, the
inverse happens in case of silica glass and, as a conse-
quence, the excess modes shift to higher energies with
increasing temperature.

An enhancement of the surface effect compared to that
in the bulk is not unusual in case of ‘‘normal’’ anharmonic
effects [35] which typically reduce the mode frequency
with increasing temperature rather than enhancing it [36–
38]. An atom sitting at a surface site is more loosely bound
than an atom located in the bulk and is thus more sensitive
to variations of the next-nearest neighbor potential. An
estimate of the enhancement based on this simple argu-
ment yields a factor of 2 or slightly less compared to the
bulk effect, and this is well confirmed for crystalline ma-
terials [35]. However, extending this train of argument to
the observed anomalous effect only accounts for a fraction
of the enhancement of the surface silica BP and cannot
satisfactorily explain the anomalously large blueshift. The
enhanced shift of the surface BP by a factor of 4 to 10
compared with the bulk BP indicates that the amount of
strain at the surface changes more rapidly with temperature
than in the bulk. Different kinetic behavior at the surface
and in the bulk of silica glass was also observed in relaxa-
tion measurements by infrared spectroscopy [39].

In conclusion, the helium scattering data from vitreous
silica presented here show an anomalous blueshift of the
surface BP with increasing temperature. The observed
behavior is unusual, both in terms of direction and strength
of the shifting and, furthermore, the shift rate of the surface
BP is much stronger than the shift rate of the bulk BP. The
anomalous temperature dependence seems to have the
same origin as the unusual temperature dependence of
the bulk modulus of silica glass. In view of the magnitude
of the surface effect, the presented results bear the potential
of constituting an important test case for any BP theory.
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